
PLAZMA TEHNIKA d.o.o.
Zona male privrede 12

52216 Galilana
OIB: 29406529761

Based on the review and evaluation of timely received offers in the procurement
procedure with procurement notice publishing for Non-purchasing organisations, the
Contracting authority on 04.03.2019. brings forth the following

DECISION ON SELECTION

FOR GROUP 2 OF PROCUREMENT SUBJECT

Article 1. ,

Contracting authority: PLAZMA TEHNIKA d.o.o., OIB: 29406529761, Zona male
privrede 12, 52216 GaliZana

Article 2.

Procurement subject:
1. Crane
2. Metal sheet bending rollers

The procurement subiect is divided into two (2) groups:

Group 1: Procurement of crane lift including transportation, assembly and

commissioning
- the dimensions of the procurement subject are limited by the space (dimensions of
the production hall) an it is desirable to check the measurements.

Group 2: Procurement of metal sheet bending rollers including . assembly and
commissioning.

Article 3.

ln accordance to published offer selection criteria, respectively the most economically
advantageous offer, as the most advantageous offer for Group 2 of procurement
subject: Metal sheet bending rollers - metal sheet bending rollers including assembly
and commissioning, the offfer of the following Offerer is selected:
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Offer price without VAT 102.500,00 EUR
Offer price with VAT 102.500,00 EUR

Offer price without VAT 760.003,68 HRK
Offer price with VAT 760.003,68 HRK

FACCIN S.p.A., Via dell'lndustria 19,25010 Visano, ltaly, VAT: 00586330987

Article 4.

The Contracting authority will conclude a Contract for procurement of goods with the
selected Offerer.

Article 5.

This Decision with a copy of the Offer opening and evaluation record is delivered to all
subjects who submitted an offer in the procure

Annex:

- copy of Offer opening and evaluation record from 28.

Deliver:

1. FACCIN S.p.A., Via dell'lndustria 19,25010 Visano, ltaly
2. MG S.r.L., Via Ceresolia, 12045 Fossano , ltaly
3. GENESIS d.o.o., Rikarda Ben6i6a 11,51000 Rijeka, Croatia
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